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The Daily Racing Form: “The Form,” as 
it is called, is the Wall Street Journal of the 
racing world. Just as the WSJ deals with stock 
information, The Form provides valuable and 
detailed analysis of at least ten past performance 
running lines on each of the horses in each race. 
The Form also provides editorial copy, selections 
and opinion.
The Track Announcer: Calls the action during 
each race and provides continuous updates 
of racing information such as late scratches, 
overweights & jockey changes throughout the day.

Results Line: (602) 789-TURF [8873]

The Racing Program contains all the information 
you need to get started. The program has statistics 

on jockeys, trainers and owners as well as 
three past performance running lines of the 

horses below each horse.

The program also keeps you updated about 
upcoming events at the track, and on the back cover 

of the program, lists all the OTB sites in Arizona.

Always check your tickets before leaving 
the mutuel window. 

You may return your ticket and change or cancel 
your ticket BEFORE post time. You (the customer) 

are responsible for having your desired 
ticket at post time.
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RACE NO. TOTAL ODDS 9/55
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Number of the next
race to go off

Starting time
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Message board Total money wagered to
win, place & show on all

horses in the race

Money wagered on
individual horse to
win, place & show

Minutes until start
of next race

Actual odds based on amount of money
bet on individual horses. Updated as

money is wagered.

 Odds Payoff Odds  Payoff Odds Payoff
 1-9 $2.10 9-5 $5.60 9-1 $20.00
 1-5 2.40 2-1 6.00 10-1 22.00
 2-5 2.80 5-2 7.00 15-1 32.00
 1-2 3.00 3-1 8.00 20-1 42.00
 3-5 3.20 7-2 9.00 25-1 52.00
 4-5 3.60 4-1 10.00 30-1 62.00
 1-1 4.00 9-2 11.00 40-1 82.00
 6-5 4.40 5-1 12.00 50-1 102.00
 7-5 4.80 6-1 14.00 99-1 200.00+
 3-2 5.00 7-1 16.00
 8-5 5.20 8-1 18.00

WHAT THE ODDS MEAN
The odds do not represent each horse’s chances of 
winning, but what bettors think those chances are, 

based on how they actually bet. Odds are based on the 
WIN pool only. The lower the odds on the tote board, the 
better the chances of that horse winning the race, in the 
estimation of the betting public. The odds are set by the 

amount of money the public bets on each horse.

Payoffs are approximate

How Much Will Your 
$2 Win Bet Pay

how to ReAD 
A PRoGRAM PAGe

how to ReAD the
INFIeLD tote boARD

SAMPLe oF A 
MUtUeL tICKet

Located in the infield behind the finish line, the 
Tote Board provides constantly updated current odds, 

amounts in wagering pools, jockey and weight changes, 
fractional times for each race, results and payoffs, 

and messages. 

EXCITEMENT



tyPeS oF betS

to MAKe A bet

1

2

Indicate which Track and Race Number.
Example: Turf Paradise, Race 5  oR  Santa Anita, Race 2

Amount of Wager, Type of Bet and Program Number
Example: $2 to win on Number 6  oR  $5 exacta, 2-7

Correct Examples: 
Turf Paradise, Race 5, $2 to win on Number 6   oR   Santa Anita, Race 2, $5 exacta, 2-7

Before making a bet it’s helpful to know the types of bets and how they work. The wagers offered for each race are listed above each race in your racing program. 
If you have any questions about making a wager, feel free to ask any of our mutuel tellers.

 Daily Double -  winners of two consecutive races
 Quinella -  first two horses in either order
 Exacta -  first two horses in exact order 
 Trifecta -  first three horses in exact order
 Superfecta -  first four horses in exact order

Straight
CoRReCtLy SeLeCt

CoRReCtLy SeLeCt
 Pick 3 -  winners of three consecutive races
 Pick 4 -  winners of four consecutive races
 Pick 5 -  winners of five consecutive races  
 Pick 6 -  winners of six consecutive races

2 Easy Steps
There are two simple rules on how to make a bet. These rules are the same for placing 
a bet on a Turf Paradise live race or on any race from a simulcast track.

Exotic AdvancedwAGeRSwAGeRS wAGeRING

wAGeRSThe Pick

Win
You win if your horse 

finishes 1st

Place
You win if your horse 

finishes 1st or 2nd

Show
You win if your horse 

finishes 1st, 2nd or 3rd

MINIMuM WAgER

MINIMuM WAgER

$2

$2

$2

$1 Quinella Box
Total number of horses you want to box minus 1, times the 

number of horses you want to box, divided by 2.
Example: A $1 Quinella Box involving 4 horses.  
So, 4-1=3, times the 4 horses you want to box. 

3 x 4 = $12, $12÷2 = $6

$1 Exacta Box
Number of horses you want to box minus 1, 
times the number of horses you want to box.

Example: A $1 Exacta Box involving 4 horses.  
So, 4-1=3, times the 4 horses you want to box.  

3 x 4 = $12

.50¢ Trifecta Box
Total number of horses you want to box times the number of 
horses you want to box minus 1, times the number of horses 

you want to box minus 2, divided by 2.
Example: A .50¢ Trifecta Box involving 4 horses. 

4 x (4-1) x (4-2) = $24, $24÷2 = $12

.10¢ Superfecta Box
Total number of horses you want to box times the number of 
horses you want to box minus 1, times the number of horses 

you want to box minus 2, times the number 
of horses minus 3, times .10¢

Example: 
4 horse box - 24 combinations x .10¢ = $2.40
5 horse box - 120 combinations x .10¢ = $12
6 horse box - 360 combinations x .10¢ = $36

Calculating how much your bet will cost when you box a bet, 
you get all the combinations of the horses you selected.

Boxing Horses$1
$1
$1
$1

10¢

50¢
50¢
50¢

$1

MINIMuM WAgER


